How Sam’s Club Transforms Generic Promotions into
Successful 1:1 Experiences With Movable Ink + SmarterHQ

Sam’s Club is the 8th largest
retailer in the U.S., offering
everything from same-day
grocery delivery to auto and
tire services. Providing relevant,
accurate promotions to customers
is one of Sam’s Club’s top
priorities, but with 47 million
members nationwide and a
broad range of products with
highly variable prices, this was a
significant challenge for the team
to overcome.
“We were running a product
recommendations campaign
where the emails were executed
in a manual way,” said Emily
Collins, Senior Email Marketing
Manager at Sam’s Club. “But
when an item is hard-coded, it’s
static in the email—so by the
time members opened it, some
items were no longer relevant or
even available to them.”
To overcome this challenge,
Sam’s Club turned to Movable

Movable Ink and SmarterHQ bring product recommendations into each Sam’s Club email at the
moment of open.

Ink and SmarterHQ, who partner
together to provide their
clients with the best in datadriven content and campaign
automation.
“Movable Ink and SmarterHQ
help us meet our personalization
goals,” said Collins. “We can
now ensure our members see
items that are most relevant to
them, which enhances the overall
customer experience.”

RELEVANT EMAILS WITH REALTIME RECOMMENDATIONS,
PRICING, AND INVENTORY
One of the biggest challenges
Movable Ink and SmarterHQ
helped Sam’s Club overcome:
providing the most relevant
recommendations to each
member with up-to-date product
information at all times. With a
wide variety of products, Sam’s
Club could see pricing and
inventory change multiple times

in one day, so there was a good chance certain
items were outdated by the time the customer
received the email.
“We used to get a lot of complaints from our
members because our prices in our emails didn’t
match a price from a week ago, or that they couldn’t
buy an item anymore,” said Collins.

Movable Ink and SmarterHQ help us meet
our personalization goals.”
— EMILY COLLINS
Senior Email Marketing Manager, Sam’s Club

Sam’s Club leverages SmarterHQ to power
intelligent product recommendation blocks within
their promotional and triggered emails that
display products based on a member’s combined
online and offline behavior, profile, and purchase
history. Movable Ink’s direct integration with
SmarterHQ then enables live product details to
be displayed within the recommendation blocks,
automatically updated at the time of open. These
combined capabilities help Sam’s Club keep their
emails personalized to their customers’ individual
preferences and reduce member complaints.
“With Movable Ink, we can pull in prices in real
time, so you can open the email 10 days later and
it always has the correct price,” Collins added. “If
something is not in stock, we can choose not to
show those items in our emails.”

FROM MANUAL CAMPAIGNS TO STREAMLINED
PRODUCTION AND FASTER TIME TO MARKET
Before partnering with Movable Ink and SmarterHQ,
the manual production process Sam’s Club relied
on for personalizing their email campaigns often
delayed campaign deployment, which had serious
consequences on business results.

Our data-driven campaigns with
Movable Ink and SmarterHQ are among
our most successful.”
“The quicker our campaigns can get to market,
the better off we are,” said Collins. “Prior to using
Movable Ink and SmarterHQ, it would sometimes
take 12, 14, and even 16 hours to fully deploy one
email, delaying the time our members received it
in their inbox. As a result, revenue was negatively
impacted because we were sending at random
hours during the day. Every late deployment would
then delay the next day’s email, so some members
wouldn’t receive an email until 11 p.m.”
Now that Sam’s Club relies on Movable Ink and
SmarterHQ for real-time personalization in email,
the team has reduced production time from as
much as 16 hours down to as little as 3.

DYNAMIC, AUTOMATED CONTENT AND
PERSONALIZED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES
Sam’s Club set out to provide their members with
more accurate and relevant promotions based
on their needs, and they achieved that goal by
embracing 1:1 personalization with Movable Ink
and SmarterHQ.
“This partnership has helped us become more nimble
and flexible to meet our members’ needs in our email
campaigns,” said Collins. “The more integrations we
can do where emails are dynamic and automated,
the easier it is for my team to be successful.”
In the future, Sam’s Club aims to personalize their
campaigns even further with trending items and
events at each member’s local Sam’s Club store.
They will continue to leverage data and advanced
segmentation in their campaigns to better serve
their customers nationally and globally.
“Our data-driven campaigns with Movable Ink and
SmarterHQ are among our most successful,” said
Collins. “The engagement we see day in and day out
from our members proves that it works.”

We reduced production time from
around 14 hours to under 4.”
Sam’s Club uses Movable Ink to pull real-time pricing into their emails at
the moment of open.
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